25 July 2020

The Committee Secretary
Senate Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade References Committee
PO Box 6100
Parliament House
Canberra ACT 2600
fadtsen@aph.gov.au

Dear Committee Secretary,

Re: Submission into the issues facing diaspora communities in Australia

This submission will be in two parts, with the 1st part dealing with issues facing Asian community in general and with 2nd part illustrating the stress and trauma faced by the 1.2 million Chinese Australians. Part 1 will also contain the strategies that will assist the diaspora to overcome difficult issues and will not be repeated in Part 2.

We have split the submission in two parts to focus on the Chinese Australian separately, but we are painfully aware that the remedy for resolving community issues are similar for both and therefore, must employ similar strategies. With the recent development of shifts in global geopolitics, the necessity of balance of nuance and complexity is not always evident in the polarized political environment when it spills over into the community relationships. Parts of our communities will stay marginalized and are left adrift in the middle unless dealt with.

Part I – Asian Australians in General

Issues facing diaspora communities in Australia, with particular reference to:

(a) support offered to diaspora community associations and similar organisations, including government grants and other funding:

In general, community-based funding are the less understood process among the diaspora community association with the advantage going to the long established communities who have the resources gather information of community needs. Those with lesser resources hardly knows what to do,
The current practice of grant applications, grant supervision and grant ‘discharge’ report are too bureaucratic and these tedious procedures discourage applications for needy and grants. A return to the community model for grant distribution is recommended and commercial model is not necessarily culturally sensitive. In the 1990s, government grants for the community was made by a Committee with Community Leaders participation, eg. the NSW Casino Grants.

(b) safety concerns among diaspora communities, and means for strengthening the protection and resilience of vulnerable groups;

The current major safety concern among diaspora communities is the xenophobia or racism experience by people of colour. The report by Asian Alliance showed that in April 2020, about 400 cases of racism was reported to them but a few were reported to the Police.


Government has the responsibility to recognize the challenges, that Asian Australians face with the phenomena of firstly xenophobia in the community and secondly institutional bias in industry. Government has the task of providing the right blend of leadership that emphasizes the bringing together and promotion of mutual understanding with diaspora.

This Senate committee inquiry is very much welcomed in current times. We acknowledge that such inquiry involves issues that represent both challenges and opportunities.

We recommend that a Cohesion Report is made to study the commitment and contribution of Asian Australians from a social and economic view. Such a process will review the facts to quantify and qualify both, the economic contributions and the social impact.

This may include studies using surveys, statistics and targeted assessments in areas of specific interest, in collaboration with community and industry associations, advisory bodies, research groups, key business organizations, government bureaucracy and academic institutions.

Community diaspora community leaders will be engaged.
A plan for funding such a scope would also need to be made for early consideration.

Rationale of the Cohesion Report focuses on a number of ideas. Firstly there is a need to address barriers to increased participation of diaspora communities towards a fuller and inclusive role in government and develop policies to ensure it becomes so in Australia democratic and social institutions.

Secondly, there is a need to build the foundation for strong joint liaison between government / community leaders to build co-operation and linkages. And design policies to strengthen communication and partnerships between diaspora groups and government and related stakeholders.

Thirdly, there are local advantages in working with diaspora communities for specific input for understanding, developing and implementing areas of National Security, Foreign Influence, Trade, and Foreign Affairs

(c) barriers to the full participation of diaspora communities in Australia's democratic and social institutions, and mechanisms for addressing these barriers;

The governance of community organisations either through NSW Fair Trading under Associations Incorporated or through Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC) could be improved by community participation in their Boards or Committees.

Those organisations with deep pockets can afford to silence their opposition by threat of defamation and the most community conscious persons can be intimidated. A particular organisation in NSW spent thousands of tax payers money in pursing a defamation cases against its own members for a number of years. The case was settled without going to court.

(d) opportunities to strengthen communication and partnerships between government and diaspora communities in Australia;

One can make specific recommendations for benefits and support for diaspora communities including government grants and other funding on projects in these areas.
These recommendations would strengthen communication and partnership between government and the diaspora communities in Australia.

- Aged Care & Health – support and facilitate CALD focused operations
- Family Services - support this growing area
- Integration – support for growing communities of significant interests
- Access to Law for CALD communities under pressure
- Assist the recognition and growth of Culture and History projects
- Develop the CALD Arts support
- Provide specific Youth Skills

The diaspora communities would respond very favourably and positively with the above initiatives. Hence, investment by government in this area ought be regarded as essential social and economic infrastructure spending.

**Part 2: In particular reference to the Chinese community on racism**

Part 2 address the stress and trauma of the Chinese community in particular to relation to (b) **safety concerns among diaspora communities, and means for strengthening the protection and resilience of vulnerable groups.**

The seriousness of the problem involving 1.2 million Chinese Australian should not be underestimated as it can have widespread national consequences, particularly extensive collateral damage to the Chinese Australian community.

The list of articles shown below, represents the sentiments of 1.2 million Chinese Australians who are loyal to Australia and has made Australia our home.

Since December 2016, we have begun to “cop” the racist tirades when the media first published adverse news on China. The Covid-19 epidemic also aggravated the situation with more than 400 cases documented by Asian Alliance in April 2020 (90% not reported to the Police) and these figures have been confirmed by the Human Rights Commission.
Trade Wars have led to WW1 and WW2 and recent trade war rhetorics can lead to a hot war as evidenced by the recent “talk” of war with China, is a “nightmare” for 1.2 million Chinese Australians.

We have no links with China’s CCP or government and we are independent except for our natural cultural empathy for the Chinese people in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. The collateral damage to the 1.2 million Chinese Australians is hurting and is putting unnecessary stress and trauma on us.

We believe the pressure can be relieved if political leaders can call for calm and rational discussion against all kinds of racism in our community and our difficulty with China, thus restore the harmonious social fabric of our multicultural society.

We are genuinely concerned with the deterioration of our Australia China Relations which has been beneficial last 47 years for both countries through constructive diplomacy and people to people contacts between Australia and China. It also concerns us that it will cause severe damages to our economy and trade with China that will affect the lives of many Australians.

For these and many other reasons, we are sending you our “voice” and plea to help us through this difficult period of changing geopolitical winds.

Despite the increasing racists activities in Australia, we do not believe we are a racists country because there are still so many decent Australians and Australian leaders who have opened the door for the Chinese immigrants from Asia and China in the last 50 years.

We will help to welcome more tourists, students and their families to Australia etc to boost our economy and trade with China. We realise there are always difficulties in dealing with a rising China caused by differences in culture, political biases, misunderstanding and misinformation. We should use constructive diplomacy to solve them.

Within our community, we have talented people who have the interests of Australia at heart and would gladly volunteer to serve in any capacity to repair and “supercharge a constructive and productive Australia China relations” which our Government wishes to have.
We recognise the complexity of the international issues faced by Federal government. In view of a great deal of new information, we urge careful digestion and process. Closer relationships within our own neighbourhood provides us with a bigger field to build relationships and local alliances. Our Asian Australian communities reflect the extent of this relationship capital. Australia can pivot herself independently into the Asia Pacific as a constructive leading nation in the area.

We hope the articles below will assist you to make decision for Australia for the national interest and well-being of all Australians

**The Chinese Australian voice in au123.com**

3 Dec 2019  **Chinese community reaction to Peter Hartchar “Red Flag” Waking up to China’s Challenge.**
来源：澳洲网 作者：澳华之声 时间：2019-12-03 12:35:45 点击：359

潘瑞亮博士  Dr Anthony Pun, OAM. National President – Chinese Community Council of Australia Inc. & Chair – Multicultural Communities Council of NSW Inc.

7 Dec 2020 **Current Affair Commentary on anti-China sentiments**
[www.au123.com/view/ocean/20191207/511585.html](http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20191207/511585.html) 2/2
来源：澳洲网 作者：澳华之声 时间：2019-12-07 14:24:37 点击：28
Dr Anthony Pun, OAM. National President, CCCA Inc & Chair, MCC NSW

21 Jan 2020 **Peaceful reunification is the sentiment of overseas Chinese**
来源：澳洲网 作者：澳华之声 时间：2020-01-21 10:31:30 点击：158
Dr. Anthony Pun OAM – National President, CCCA. Dr. Ka Sing Chua National Council MAPW, International Councillor of I
Dr Anthony Pun OAM  Chair of CCCA  Dr Ka Sing Chua National Senior Adviser to CCCA

24 Jan 2020  **Australian of diverse background united in a national bush fire crisis**
24Jan2020 各界澳洲人民结团解救山火危机
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200124/516416.html
CCCA主席OAM潘瑞亮博士
CCCA全国高级顾问蔡家声医生

31 Jan 2020 Stay calm and educate the public! Coronavirus can be contained.
来源：澳洲网 作者：蔡家声 时间：2020-01-31 13:13:52 点击：71
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200131/517007.html
Dr Anthony Pun, OAM, CCCA National President
Dr Ka Sing Chua, Senior National Adviser, CCCA

7 Feb2020 Vaccinate against the White Australia virus?
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200207/517808.html
来源：澳洲网 作者：澳华之声 时间：2020-02-07 12:35:56 点击：349
Chek Ling，Chinese Community Leader in Queensland  Dr Tony Pun OAM
Chair of CCCA
Dr Ka Sing Chua National Senior Adviser CCCA

07Feb2020 接种澳大利亚白澳病毒疫苗？
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200207/517809.html
昆士兰华裔社区领袖 Mr Chek Ling 全澳社区议会 CCCA主席潘瑞亮博士 全澳社区议会高级顾问CCCA蔡家声医生

13 Feb2020 Yes, no racist bigotry and embrace non-discriminatory Multicultural policies
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200213/518519.html
来源： 作者：蔡家声 时间：2020-02-13 16:15:56 点击：40
Dr Anthony Pun OAM, National President, CCCA Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, CCCA

21 Feb 2020 YOU CAN’T HAVE THE CAKE AND EAT IT!
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200221/519358.html
来源：澳洲网 作者：蔡家声 时间：2020-02-21 11:16:21 点击：18
Dr Anthony Pun OAM, National President, CCCA Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, CCCA

21FEB2020 是的，不要种族主义偏执的危害，支持非歧视性的多元文化政策
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200221/519359.html
蔡家声医生全澳华人社区议会高级顾问

27 Feb 2020 GONE ARE THE DAYS, WHEN THE ABC WAS THE PEOPLE’S VOICE
来源：作者：蔡家声 时间：2020-02-27 16:53:35 点击：
Dr Anthony Pun OAM, National President, CCCA Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, CCCA

13Mar2020 Minister Alan Tudge MP’s good work & good will ruined by his Asst. Minister Jason Wood MP
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200313/521736.html
Dr Anthony Pun OAM, National President, CCCA Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, CCCA

20 Mar 2020 The world is but one nation and her citizens, one country
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200320/522410.html
Dr Ka Sing Chua www.huarenworldnet.org.au
National Council Member, MAPW, International Councillor IPPNW
20Mar2020
Dr Tony Pun OAM, National President, CCCA

26 Mar 2020 “We are one and we are many” Let Australian’s spirit prevails
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200326/523317.html
来源：作者：蔡家声 时间：2020-03-26 18:21:08 点击：806
Dr Anthony Pun OAM, National President, CCCA  Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, CCCA

2 Apr 2020  What a shame Kate McClymont, Nick McKenzie and SMH!  
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200402/524242.html

Dr Tony Pun OAM, National President CCCA  Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser CCCA

9 Apr 2020  No place for any xenophobic propaganda in Australian society  
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200409/525209.html

16 Apr 2020  A public appeal to our political leaders to stamp out racism in Australia  
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200416/526063.html

23 Apr 2020  The National Foundation for Australia-China Relation – a contradiction in the making?  
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200423/526992.html

1 May 2020  Please stop the blame game, restart constructive dialogue and engagement.  
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200501/527989.html
8 May 2020  **Anti-China bashings will do no good to Australia and the world.**

http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200508/528822.html

Dr Anthony Pun OAM, National President CCCA; Dr Ka Sing Chua National Senior Adviser CCCA and National Chinese Australian Leader Group: Maria Chan, Shirley Huang, Suellyn Lin, Kingsley Liu, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Daphne Lowe, Dickson Mak, Tony Pang, Tony Tang and Dr Y Y Yap.

15 May 2020  **Don’t be duped by biased media reporters and political commentators**

http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200515/529610.html

Dr Anthony Pun OAM, National President CCCA; Dr Ka Sing Chua National Senior Adviser CCCA and National Chinese Australian Leader Group: Maria Chan, Shirley Huang, Suellyn Lin, Kingsley Liu, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Daphne Lowe, Dickson Mak, Tony Pang, Tony Tang and Dr Y Y Yap, Robert Chong AM

22 May 2020  **Healthcare not warfare! International cooperation vs stale old geopolitic!**

http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200522/530544.html

Dr Anthony Pun, OAM, National President, CCCA; Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, CCCA; and the National Chinese Australian Leadership Group: Maria Chan, Shirley Huang, Suellyn Lin, Kingsley Liu, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Daphne Lowe, Dickson Mak, Tony Pang, Tony Tang and Dr Y Y Yap; Robert Chong AM

28 May 2020  **Foreign Interference & perceived double standards.**

http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200528/531313.html

Dr Anthony Pun, OAM, National President, CCCA; Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, CCCA; and the National Chinese Australian Leadership Group: Maria Chan, Shirley Huang, Suellyn Lin, Kingsley Liu, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Daphne Lowe, Dickson Mak, Tony Pang, Tony Tang and Dr Y Y Yap; Robert Chong AM
Can mutating racism in Australia affect our trade and relations with China?

Dr Anthony Pun, OAM, National President, CCCA; Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, CCCA; and the National Chinese Australian Leadership Group: Maria Chan, Shirley Huang, Suellyn Lin, Kingsley Liu, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Daphne Lowe, Dickson Mak, Tony Pang, Tony Tang and Dr Y Y Yap; Robert Chong AM

Australia is a lucky country but can’t we be more smart and independent?

Kingsley Liu, LLB, Vice-President, Chinese Community Council of Australia. Dr Anthony Pun, OAM, National President, CCCA; Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, CCCA and National Chinese Australian Leaders Group: Maria Chan, Robert Chong, AM, Shirley Huang, Dickson Mak, Daphne Lowe Kelly, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Suellyn Lin, Kingsley Liu, Daphne Lowe, Tony Pang, Tony Tang & Dr Yen-Yung Yap

Are we still digging the hole we are in with China?

Dr Anthony Pun, OAM, National President, CCCA; Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, CCCA; and the National Chinese Australian Leadership Group: Maria Chan, Shirley Huang, Suellyn Lin, Kingsley Liu, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Daphne Lowe, Dickson Mak, Tony Pang, Tony Tang and Dr Y Y Yap.
26 Jun 2020  Understanding the roots of anti-China bashing and xenophobia in the Western world
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200626/534532.html

来源：作者：蔡家声 时间：2020-06-26 12:01:04 点击：327

Dr Anthony Pun, OAM, National President, Chinese Community Council of Australia. Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, Chinese Community Council of Australia. National Chinese Australian Leaders Group: Maria Chan, Robert Chong, AM, Shirley Huang, Dickson Mak, Daphne Lowe Kelly, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Suellyn Lin, Kingsley Liu, Daphne Lowe, Tony Pang, Tony Tang, Dr Yen-Yung Yap & Clara Nie (EO) Li Zhang; Junxi Su; Kee Guan Saw

4 July 2020 Hello Prime Minister are we really going to war with China?
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200704/535440.html

来源：作者：蔡家声 时间：2020-07-04 11:31:21 点击：1564

Dr Anthony Pun, OAM, National President, Chinese Community Council of Australia. Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, Chinese Community Council of Australia. National Chinese Australian Leaders Group: Maria Chan, Robert Chong, AM, Shirley Huang, Dickson Mak, Daphne Lowe Kelly, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Suellyn Lin, Kingsley Liu, Daphne Lowe, Tony Pang, Tony Tang, Dr Yen-Yung Yap & Clara Nie (EO) Li Zhang; Junxi Su; Kee Guan Saw

18 July 2020 Looking for a perfect China? or US? or rather things that unite us all—humankind!
http://www.au123.com/view/ocean/20200718/537032.html

Dr Anthony Pun, OAM, National President, Chinese Community Council of Australia.
Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, Chinese Community Council of Australia.
National Chinese Australian Leaders Group: Maria Chan, Shirley Huang, Dickson Mak, Daphne Lowe Kelly, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Kingsley Liu, Daphne Lowe, Tony Pang, Junxi Su, Tony Tang, Dr Yen-Yung Yap, Li Zhang, Khoon Tan, Michael Yau OAM. Kee Guan Saw

23 July 2020 Peace, peace and peace! Dialogue, dialogue and dialogue!

Dr Anthony Pun, OAM, National President, Chinese Community Council of Australia.
Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser, Chinese Community Council of Australia.
National Chinese Australian Leaders Group: Maria Chan, Shirley Huang, Dickson Mak, Daphne Lowe Kelly, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Kingsley Liu, Daphne Lowe, Tony Pang, Junxi Su, Tony Tang, Dr Yen-Yung Yap, Li Zhang, Khoon Tan, Michael Yau OAM. Kee Guan Saw

End of Archive au123.com

Articles written for John Menadue Pearls and Irritation website

ANTHONY PUN. Australia at the crossroads of economic ... johnmenadue.com › __trashed-31
May 8, 2019 - Recent articles in the South China Morning Post and Pearls and Irritations are wake-up calls for Australians in the pilot seat for the next five ...

Apr 17, 2019 - Aggressive anti-China reporting of Fairfax John Garnaut on “racial chauvinism” on Chinese students and losing a defamation case against him ...

ANTHONY PUN. A relapse of China panic. -John Menadue ...
johnmenadue.com › anthony-pun-a-relapse-of-china-p...
Feb 12, 2019 - Three media reports in the Sydney Morning Herald could be seen as a “Relapse of the China Panic” since it went into remission last December.

ANTHONY PUN. The Battle for the South Pacific. -John ...
johnmenadue.com › anthony-pun-the-battle-for-the-so...
Jul 26, 2018 - The Battle for the South Pacific is on! China is already in Australia's backyard, the South Pacific, wooing and cultivating friends with soft power.

ANTHONY PUN and KA SING CHUA. Don't be duped by ...
johnmenadue.com › anthony-pun-and-ka-sing-chua-do...
May 19, 2020 - We argue for a more independent Australian foreign policy as former Prime Ministers Gough Whitlam, Malcolm Fraser, Bob Hawke, Paul ...

ANTHONY PUN: The aftermath of the China Panic & its ...
johnmenadue.com › anthony-pun-the-aftermath-of-the-...
Sep 1, 2018 - The China Panic has an unintended consequence of shaping the minds of the Chinese Australians and taught them how to be a strategic...

ANTHONY PUN. How do the Chinese settlers in Australia feel...

By Anthony Pun | On 30 August 2018 ... government owned Radio/TV) with prominent Australian speakers Prof John Fitzgerald and ex-Ambassador Tony Kevin.

**Articles written for the Quora.com – an American website**

**On The Loyalty of Chinese Australians**

Your answer to “As a Chinese Australian, what is your current view of the Australia-China relations?
Asked May 28 2020

Your answer to What is the Chinese Australian community reaction to Peter Hartcher (SMH reporter) “Red Flag: Waking up top China’s Challenge”.
Added Nov 27, 2019

Your answer to Why is Chinese nationalism so popular on Quora? While obviously nationalism exists in all countries, it seems disproportionately popular when it comes to questions about China.
Added Sep 21, 2019

Your answer to Should Gladys Liu resign as a member of the Australian Parliament due to her alleged links to the Chinese Government?
Added Sep 18, 2019

**On racism**

Your answer to To what extent is racism still a problem in Australia?
Added May 13

Your answer to Are Chinese people safe in Australia as of now due to the COVID-19 crisis? I've heard that there's many bashing of Chinese individuals in Australia.
Added May 1
Your answer to Australia seems to be going hand in glove with the US in insinuating that China is accountable for the coronavirus. Is this correct and if so, why?
Added Apr 29

Your answer to How will Chinese people deal with the hatred and racism towards them because of the coronavirus outbreak?
Added Apr 11

As a Chinese Australian, what is your current view of the Australia-China relations?
Asked May 28

Your answer to To what extent is racism still a problem in Australia?
Added May 13

Your answer to Why are so many people saying that China must pay recompense for Covid 19?
Added May 5

Your answer to Why is Andrew Forrest colluding with the Chinese Communist Party? What political benefit can he get from this treacherous act?
Added May 3

Your answer to Should the US seek compensation from China over COVID-19?
Added May 2

Your answer to Are Chinese people safe in Australia as of now due to the COVID-19 crisis? I've heard that there's many bashing of Chinese individuals in Australia.
Added May 1

Your answer to Australia seems to be going hand in glove with the US in insinuating that China is accountable for the coronavirus. Is this correct and if so, why?
Added Apr 29

Your answer to Why do most of the countries think that China is mainly responsible for covid-19?
Added Apr 26
Your answer to What is Australia's interest in the South China Sea?  
Added Apr 24

Your answer to What is the relationship like between Australia and China?  
Added Apr 23

Your answer to The US government's anti-China propaganda has reached a level that is difficult to repair. What kind of relationship does the US want to have with China in post-Covid-19 pandemic?  
Added Apr 23

Your answer to How will Chinese people deal with the hatred and racism towards them because of the coronavirus outbreak?  
Added Apr 11

Your answer to China is helping Italy, and as an Italian I'm really thankful to them. Have we ever helped China in the past to receive all this?  
Added Mar 22

Your answer to What are your thoughts on the racism many Asians and Chinese are facing amid the coronavirus? Added Mar 21

Your answer to Have you noticed an increase in racism against Asians since the coronavirus outbreak? Added Feb 4

**On trade**

Your answer to Why is Andrew Forrest colluding with the Chinese Communist Party? What political benefit can he get from this treacherous act? Added May 3

Your answer to What is Australia's interest in the South China Sea?  
Added Apr 24

Your answer to What is the relationship like between Australia and China?  
Added Apr 23

Your answer to Does the financial dependence of Australian universities on overseas students improperly influence the way they are run?  
Added Sep 1, 2019
Concluding Remarks

We wish to thank Senate Committee members for their patience and interest in reading our submission. As these submission remarks are made in the interest of social cohesion and a harmonious multicultural society, we wish to plead to the Senate for the leadership to make Australia a wonderful place for immigrant to live in and a show case for how diverse communities can benefit a nation.

The Chinese Community Council of Australia would be one such body who would be interested in assisting the venture

Kind Regards

Signed on behalf of the Chinese Community Council of Australia Inc.

Dr Anthony Pun, OAM, National President,
Mr Kingsley Liu, Vice-President, & Dr Ka Sing Chua, National Senior Adviser,

And

Supported by the National Chinese Australian Leadership Group
Maria Chan, Shirley Huang, Dickson Mak, Daphne Lowe Kelly, James Leung, Lee Xj Li, Daphne Lowe, Tony Pang, Junxi Su, Tony Tang, Dr Yen-Yung Yap, Li Zhang, Khoon Tan, Michael Yau OAM. Kee Guan Saw